For mastering a craft successfully, not only talent and suitability of skills were required but also a solid education. The knowledge required for the practice of a craft was passed on in workshops (Reith 2005, 356-58). According to Mokyr, the practical and technical knowledge conveyed in workshops can be defined as useful knowledge in the meaning of «prescriptive knowledge» (Mokyr 2011, 4). Prescriptive knowledge of craftsmanship has to be transmitted from one individual to another and is mostly embodied and tacit knowledge, which is difficult, forbidden, or even impossible to write down. Craftsmen were forced to learn, depending on the degree of difficulty, through countless repetitions of the concrete activity. Instructed and, if necessary, corrected by a master of the profession directly in the workshop. Complex crafts such as gemstone cutting or the plating of harnesses entailed comparatively many years of apprenticeship but also a later field of activity that could be very lucrative.

Nevertheless, craftsmen usually went through the city schools and learned to read and write in the vernacular and to do calculus. Some also learned Latin (Bernoulli 1890). It can be seen that guilds used written documents for legal and organizational regulations. In guild books kept by masters since the 15th century we can find rules, statutes, lists of members, accounts, and so on. The written form was therefore directly related to the guild’s organization and administration; concrete craft knowledge about how the respective products were manufactured was not...
recorded. Merely in the margins, in the guilds’ pragmatic literature, and in the legal writing of the city council, knowledge about the craft activity was at times revealed. For example, if a certain type of craftsmanship was to be used or not used, a certain product was to be made or not made. For instance, the Venetian gemcutters were not allowed to produce glass, the textile producers were required to use a certain number of threads, and the Augsburg harness makers had to produce in Augsburg (Brugger-Koch 1985, 4-6; Gamber-Becher 1980, 44 f.). Nevertheless, the focus was not on the transmission of craft knowledge but on the product’s quality assurance.

However, it is evident that writing was widely used in the workshops as well (Rösler 2010). Chronical writings display that craftsmen were able to acquire a complex written form in order to compose intricate writings beyond pragmatic administrative action and bookkeeping. Last but not least, the late medieval and early modern Meistersingers show that literary writing was even encouraged among craftsmen (Bruch 2019; Hölscher 1903; Dehnert 2017).

Thus, knowledge was transmitted orally and practically and it was argued that this oral transmission, flanked by legal regulations, led to a stagnation of innovation. Because useful knowledge was always passed on within a workshop, it was assumed that it proceeded very statically and that innovations only came about slowly through testing and reinventing evolutionarily in each individual workshop. The craftsmen only learned what their master knew. However, this was countered by the fact that the guilds had found their own way out of the dilemma. The problem was not solved through writing but through craftsmen who had completed their training. They would work for other masters in foreign workshops and thus travel through the area. This constant exchange between cities and regions helped to spread innovations and even encouraged new developments. Thus, useful knowledge and skills were transported via individuals and the exchange of knowledge took place beyond the individual workshops. Moreover, a lively social and professional exchange due to the great geographical mobility of the journeymen, who moved from town to town and worked in other people’s workshops, can be proven (likewise through voluntary and involuntary long-term migration). However, there were also efforts to protect economic advantages that certain techniques brought with them from exchange. In Nuremberg, for instance, the exchange of staff with the outside world was prohibited (Stahlschmidt 1971, 161-63). In the long run, this strategy proved to be less efficient as external impulses were less intense than in cities that promoted exchange (Reith 2008, 141).

---


6 Travel routes of journeymen and, on the other hand, employment lists show very clearly how extensive this exchange could be (Schulz 1996).

7 In Solingen, the bladesmiths, hardeners, and grinders had to take an oath not to disclose the secret of producing blades. Schwertfeger, who were in charge of the final assembly and therefore involved in the production process, remained exempt from it (Beck 1884, 847-51).
In sum, the skills that craftsmen would have needed to record their knowledge were given since the late middle ages. Why didn’t craftsmen write about it? The first answer is simple: it was not necessary as the knowledge was transmitted to the apprentice by the master. It was practical knowledge, which did not provide any benefits when put into writing. However, this narrative is contrasted by countless surviving craftsmen’s manuals mainly for building, fireworks, war machines, painting, and barbering. These books convey knowledge about craftsmanship and were printed early, at the latest in the 16th century. Furthermore, these written and printed recipes and technical books became accessible beyond the own craft. If these books were apparently not needed for knowledge exchange within a craft, why were they written? And vice versa: did the knowledge conveyed play any role for the transfer of useful knowledge and spread of innovation within the craft community and beyond? These questions are related to actual debates about artisan writing and the transfer of craftmanship knowledge. The sources have so far been rather neglected for economic-historical questions while interesting results have already been delivered by studies in art and architectural history, costume history, military history, history of technology, history of medicine, and history of knowledge (Leng 2002a; Smith 2010; Holzer 2021; Lindgren 2000; Oltrogge 2013; Schütte 2019, 131-3).10

I would like to apply this cultural-historical research on handicrafts and writing to questions of economic history. In this article, I would like to approach the answer to the raised questions with the help of two micro-studies on manuscripts written by craftsmen from the 16th century: a manuscript containing information about plate harnesses written by an etcher from Augsburg and a book about casting techniques written by a bell founder from Munich. For the analysis I will use the historical-critical method combined with the manuscripts’ analysis. For a better understanding of the manuscripts’ variability, I rely on two detailed studies. I have chosen two manuscripts which come directly from the workshops of the craftsmen who wrote them and can be directly linked to their products. This direct link between product and writing is not always verifiable. Moreover, both crafts belong to those metal crafts that specialized in the production of expensive luxury objects.

2. Type(s) of Sources

Writings that convey craftsmen’s knowledge are divided into different source genres, whose classification criteria overlap. Most often, the sources are divided into model books (Musterbücher), master builder’s books (Werkmeisterbücher), recipe books and books on pharmacy, as well as treatise on military engineering

---

8 According to Mokyr, technical manuals require knowledge to be decoded from users (Mokyr 2011, 11).
9 These questions were inspired by Pamela H. Smith’s pioneering works (Smith 2010; Smith 2022).
10 These manuals appeared even among Jewish craftsmen. I thank Andreas Lehnertz for the reference to manuscript Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod. hebr. 235.
(Büchsenmeisterbücher) and gunpowder (Feuerwerksbücher) (cf. Gabriel 1977; Keil 1980; Beate Braun-Niehr 1993; Keil 1995; Binding 1997). All these sources have in common that they can be called «professional literature» or «technological treaties» and convey craft or professional knowledge (Lefèvre 2004).

Since the high middle ages, manuscripts conveying knowledge about crafts have been known, first sporadically, then increasingly. The text De diversis artibus (On various arts) by Theophilus Presbyter, which was written around 1100-1125 and describes various techniques of medieval craftsmanship, can be named as a very early example. In this text the goldsmith’s art, book and wall painting, glass technology, and bell founding are described. Another early example is Villard de Honnecourt’s model – or sketchbook, made around 1220/1230 (Lindgren 2000, 9).

The manuals convey craft knowledge especially through drawings, which are explained through text. The model – or sketchbooks of builders (Baumeister) not only contain information about ground plans, vaults, and longwall systems but also about building cranes and mechanical saws (Hagendorf 1978). Moreover, there are manuscripts on special topics, from the construction of clocks by Giovanni de Dondi († 1389) and Paulus Almanus (15th century) (Lindgren 2000, 9) to recipes for painting art (Compendium artis picturae, early 13th century) (Silvestre 1954) or mining (Schwaizer Bergbuch, ca. 1550) (Bartels and Bingener 2015).

In addition, there have been writings with a focus on war craft and tactics since the beginning of the 15th century (cf. Leng 2002b). Among the most influential ones in the German-speaking world are Konrad Kyeser’s Bellifortis (1402-1405)

11 Cf. the growing database: Illustrated German-language manuscripts of the middle ages (only the treaties on military engineering and gunpowder as well as on swordplay and fighting are included yet: https://kdih.badw.de/datenbank/start, Accessed: 29.3.2022).
12 In the repertory Historical Sources of the German middle ages these manuscripts are identified as instructional writings (Lehrschrift), which also include the Ars dictandi, musical tracts, mirrors of princes, and treaties on offices (https://geschichtsquellen.baw.de/das-projekt.html, Accessed: 29.3.2022). The historian of technology Lindgren proposes the term «technical encyclopaedia» to account for the peculiarities of the manuscripts among which she includes a conglomerate of topics tending towards technical universality (Lindgren 2000, 9 f.). The term «technical», however, excludes recipe collections from medical, metallurgical and chemical knowledge, which must be counted as craft knowledge. The term «encyclopaedia» then excludes those writings that are not designed for universality.
13 Also known as Schedula diversarum artium (List of various arts).
14 The identification of the author, who calls himself Theophilus Presbyter, as the monk Roger of Helmarshausen, who was a priest and goldsmith (Freise 1981, 193-200), has been doubted in recent research (Oltrogge 2017; cf. the project of the text’s digital edition: https://schedula.uni-koeln.de/index.shtml, Accessed: 29.3.2022).
15 In addition to these writings, which focus on conveying knowledge about craftsmanship, there are also those that contain technical figures. These drawings (with a focus on building trades) are collected in Nussbaum 1978.
16 Leng collected more than 170 examples of manuscripts on war handicraft and tactics from 21 libraries (Leng 2002a, 389 f.).
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(Leng 2002a, 109-149), the Feuerwerkbuch von 1420 (Leng 2010a), as well as the writing of the Anonymous of the Hussite wars (last third of the 15th century) (Hall 1979). The craft writings of the late middle ages, to which these war craft writings can be counted, usually offer a mixture of quite different fields of craft knowledge. In Italy, writings of this kind were established earlier than in the German-speaking area. The Italian examples show a superior mastery of perspective in their drawings.

3. The Book on Plate Harnesses (‘Harnisch-Musterbuch’) from Stuttgart

My first case study is based on the so-called Stuttgart Harnisch-Musterbuch, which was handed down as part of a collective manuscript together with a partial copy of the Augsburg gunsmith Samuel Zimmermann’s († after 1576) Dialogus, a well-known and widely distributed literary discussion between a military engineer (Büchsenmeister) and a master of gunpowder (Feuerwerker). The manuscript is incomplete and the stitched layers are not clear. The handwritten entries are subordinate to the drawings. The foliations correspond paleographically to the texts but are continuous. Gamber suggests that 29 leaves have been omitted, the foliation, which has no gaps, must be subordinate and the leaves have been intentionally taken by the scribe, whose motive remains unclear (Gamber 1980, 13).

Technical knowledge is conveyed in the manuscript through 85 drawings and texts supplementing the drawings. The manuscript was written by the etcher Jörg T. Sorg († 1603), who did not directly indicate himself as the scribe. The attribution to

17 About the same time Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 600; cf. Leng 2002b, 205 f. In addition, there are writings that are best known to scholars but less or not at all received by contemporaries: the Hausbuch of the Princes of Waldburg Wolfegg (Lindgren 2000, 10).

18 In this context, researchers are discussing whether war craft should be regarded as secret knowledge and therefore not be disseminated as a matter of principle. In view of the great number of manuscripts with war-related content, this point must be put into perspective (cf. Leng 2002a, 396-98 and Jütte 2015, 65-79).

19 Among the best-known craftsmen were Taccola († 1453/58), Lorenzo Ghiberti († 1455), Francesco di Giorgio Martini († 1502), Giovanni Fontana († ca. 1455), Leon Battista Alberti († 1472), and Leonardo da Vinci († 1519) (Lindgren 2000, 10).

20 Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek, Cod. milit. 2° 24. It is uncertain when the collective manuscript was bound together as its binding is not contemporary. The Book on Plate Harnesses (f. 1r-45v; ca. 230 x 345 mm) has a distinctly different format than the Dialogus (f. 46-79r; ca. 205 x 330 mm), which is provisionally dated after 1600 due to watermarks on the paper (Irtenkauf 1980, 9).

21 Another text about fire and its benefits is assigned to Samuel Zimmermann: Pyromachia; cf. Leng 2002a, 353-58 and Leng 2010b.

22 Irtenkauf 1980, 9. The entry f. 42r is fragmentary; in addition, entries for the years 1555, 1560-1562 are probably missing. Irtenkauf calculates that 29 leaves must have been omitted (Gamber 1980, 13).


24 Cf. footnote 29; the coats of arms also adapt to the templates (Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 14v, 19r, 21v, 30r, 33v, 38r, or 41r).
an etcher, however, results from the illustrations’ captions.\textsuperscript{25} Some of the harnesses drawn in the codex have survived as objects and some bear not only the signature of the plater assigned in the manuscript but also the signature of the etcher Sorg.\textsuperscript{26} In a letter to the King Gustav I of Sweden († 1560) from 1559, Jörg T. Sorg is described as a painter and etcher of harnesses («maller vnd etzer auffs harnissch») and can be found between other craftsmen involved in the production of harnesses (platers and polishers). The letter bears Jörg (= Georg) Sorg’s seal: A parchment knife in a shield above the initials GTS. It contains information about negotiations between the craftsmen and the court. The Swedish king wanted to employ Sorg and the other masters at his court (Gamber-Becher 1980, 26).\textsuperscript{27} Sorg was thus firmly connected with the other professions. Furthermore, the letter is written on paper with a pressed-through border pattern. This border pattern is identical to the pattern on the harness for Vratislav von Pernstein († 1582), which was produced by the Augsburg plater Wolf Neumair († 1563) and whose pattern had been made by the manuscript’s scribe (Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 33r-34r). The letter again depicts a collaboration between the plater Wolf Neumair and the etcher Jörg Sorg (Gamber-Becher 1980, 26).

Jörg T. Sorg’s father, named Jörg Sorg, was a city painter of Augsburg and his mother Catharina († 1553) a daughter of Kolman Helmschmid († 1532). In 1548, Jörg T. Sorg was granted the right to paint in Augsburg by the guild (Gamber 1980, 17). His drawings have been dated from 1548 to 1563 (Gamber 1980, 11). Gamber proposes to narrow the time further based on the following entry: «Item, this armour made for battle I have etched for Wolf Neumair, belongs to the Lord Vratislav of Pernstein on Pardubice, councillor and chamberlain of the Roman emperor. 1556».\textsuperscript{28} Vratislav of Pernstein († 1582) was a councillor (Geheimer Rat) of King Maximilian II, who had been elected king in 1562 and crowned emperor in 1564. The entry about Vratislav von Pernstein must have therefore been made between 1562 and 1564 (Gamber 1980, 13 f.). Thus, it must be noted that the plate harness was made at least six years before the inscription was written down. The illustration that preceded the inscription must therefore have been written down after 1556 and before 1564.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{25} E.g. «Jtem disen fuss kyris hab ich dem Matheus Frawen breys gheetz gehertt dem donn Kaspar de Quinarach 1549» (Item, I have etched this armour for the fight on foot to Matthäus Frauenpreiss, belongs to Don Kaspar de Quiñones 1549) (Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 3r).

\textsuperscript{26} Boeheim first suggests the attribution to the etcher Sorg in 1891 (Boeheim 1893, 207); in addition, the Sorgs’ family coat of arms is depicted several times in the codex (Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 9v and 10r). A cross (†) on f. 27r correlates with the year of his mother’s death (Gamber-Becher 1980, 27; Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 27v).


\textsuperscript{28} «Jtem disen kempff kyris hab ich dem Wolff Neyner geezt gehert dem hern Vrattislauß von Barnston auß Parduuviz. Ro ky’nt ratt vnd camerer. 1556» (Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 33r).

\textsuperscript{29} The inscription considers the helmet’s shape; likewise: Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 3r, 6v, 21v, 25r or 26v; differently with the lances, which were drawn over the writing (f. 2r-v, 4v. 6r. 7r, 8r, 13r, 18r,
The manuscript’s direct addressee is unknown. It is also unknown how the manuscript came into the Duchy of Württemberg’s possession. However, the manuscript was certainly addressed to potential buyers of harnesses. In the court accounts of emperor Maximilian II it is written on May 28, 1564: «Georg Sorg, painter at Augsburg, receives for several drawings of harnesses made for Emperor Maximilian (II), 4 gulden by his own hand» (Gamber-Becher 1980, 27). Although it is highly unlikely that the Stuttgart codex contained these drawings of harnesses, this entry in the court accounts nevertheless shows that drawings by Sorg circulated even at the imperial court.

The watermark analysis of the manuscript, which was executed by the well-known watermark researcher Gerhard Piccard in the course of the edition, gives the following picture: F. 1-41 are of the same watermark which, according to Piccard, can be retraced to Augsburg between 1544 and 1551 (Gamber 1980, 11). F. 44 has a different watermark which, following Piccard, is attested in Urach in 1561 (Irtenkauf 1980, 10; Briquet 1923). This watermark can still be found in other manuscripts about military engineering. On the one hand, the large Tetschen manuscript (†) with armour drawings probably contained this watermark. On the other hand, there is a parallel to a manuscript of Samuel Zimmermann’s *Dialogus*, which also bears the same watermark (Leng 2010b). Zimmermann’s *Dialogus* appears here for the second time. A coincidence that can only be explained by the thematic proximity. The codicological examination, however, appoints the manuscript not only into the context of military engineering writings but also to Augsburg (Irtenkauf 1980, 10). Both classifications agree with the content. Furthermore, it is no coincidence that such a handwriting was created in Augsburg as the city was considered a leading hub for this product in the 16th century. For further analysis it is necessary to look at the product, the manufacturing profession, and the buyers.

Plate armour with movable arms and legs was developed in Italy in the second half of the 14th century with the city of Milan being the technological leader (DeVries and Smith 2007, 172-83). Since the middle of the 15th century, plate armour lost its initially great protective function in the face of new weapon technologies and war tactics. Even though it was almost useless in active warfare by the middle of the 16th century, the plate armour retained its function as an object of

---

20r, 21r, 23r, 27v, 28r or 29r). This finding indicates a multi-part work process: Possibly the people were first prepared as a template, then the inscription was added and only afterwards the design of the armour, the coats of arms and the lances or swords.

30 In the watermark database, which is based on Piccard’s collection, the watermark has not been included. However, it can be found in Briquet (Briquet 1923), where it refers to Vienna 1563 and 1565-1573, Hustopeče 1563, Augsburg 1566, Ljubljana 1568-1570, and Bratislava 1576 (http://briquet-online.at/2117, Accessed: 28.03.2022; Briquet 1923).


32 Former library Thun-Hohenstein at Tetschen, Bohemia, Codex a/2. As far as it is at all possible to make statements about this manuscript, which was lost during the Second World War, there are also parallels in content here.
representation. Hence, the development of its practical use in combat and its representative function can be regarded as contrary. The design of the plate harness showed the social position and the social rank. Furthermore, plate armour was an essential part of knightly tournament fights (Gambe r 1980, 14). The plate armour had evolved «from the first warlike utilitarian piece of the nobility to the exclusive status costume and multi-piece luxurious sports equipment» (Gam ber 1980, 14).

Plating is a highly specialized craft based on experience and extensive knowledge of materials. The harness had to fit, which meant adapting to the wearer’s physique, the joints had to be movable and, depending on their function, withstand physical manipulation. In addition, the appearance of the plate armour should correspond to the current fashion. Four to six masters were involved in the manufacturing process of a single product: Platers worked on the forging, polishers were responsible for smoothing and straightening, girdlers for strapping, upholsterers for the silk lining. Optionally, etchers and gilders were involved to decorate the harnesses (Gam ber 1980, 15 f.).

In the empire, the platers of the cities of Augsburg, Innsbruck, and Nuremberg emerged as the technological leaders, with Italian craftsmen being superior in the production of embossed ceremonial armour. Augsburg specialized in luxurious work, whereas Nuremberg focalized mass production. After 1620, the demand for luxury armour ceased. During the period of the emperors Frederick III, Maximilian I, and Charles V, it was seemly for the German and Spanish courts to have their products manufactured in Augsburg, where the emperors bought as well. After 1560, Augsburg lost this supremacy as King Philip II of Spain turned to Landshut’s plater workshops and Maximilian II followed. In addition, Milan regained importance (Gam ber 1980, 15-17). In this time of Augsburg’s loss of supremacy, The Book on Plate Harnesses was created in Augsburg, which recorded the heyday of the formerly exclusive court supplier of magnificent plate armour.

This thesis is supported by an analysis of the content. The manuscript lists all the important Augsburg masters with whom the etcher Sorg worked as well as the important patrons, with the harnesses standing in the centre. The drawings of the armour are uniform in their layout, which indicates the utilization of a template. Moreover, a preliminary drawing is not visible and the drawings were supplemented by colourful watercolour painting. Metal parts were painted in blue wash or black, gilded parts of the graphic (etched) decoration in yellow, ground stripes in brown-green. The coats of arms, lances, costume parts, and patterns of the command staffs are colourful; stronger paintings with opaque colours were probably applied later (Gam ber 1980, 13).

The armour demonstrates the wealth of variations that the Augsburg platers were able to produce in combination with the other crafts. Not only the craftsmanship and artistic design become apparent in the manuscript but also the knowledge of how extensive an armour was and which parts belonged to it. Written numbers on the bottom of the pages refer to the number of armour parts; they can be un-
derstood as the scope of supply (Gamber 1980, 14). The number of pieces of armour can be six, if the armour consists only of helmet, bevor / gorget, two pauldrons, cuirass, and backplate, or twelve: helmet, bevor / gorget, cuirass, backplate, two pauldrons, two armlets, two gauntlets, and two saddle-plates. Several figurines often represent one delivery, which is why the numbers of the delivery scope are correspondingly large. For example, the order for Ludwig Ungnad of Weißenwolff, Freiherr of Sonneggg († 1584) consists of 80 pieces (Gamber 1980, 14; Hengerer 2012, 1533-5). All in all, the figures give, according to Gamber, precise information on how many parts a harness consisted of, which was important knowledge for producers and buyers (Gamber 1980, 24).

This shows that around the middle of the 16th century, the harness was already subject to a standardization of its technical composition, which had developed in the courtly circles and was equally binding for the nobleman as well as the plater (Gamber 1980, 24).

Gamber assumes that the specified scope of supply was important to the etcher, as it would have served as proof of his activity (Gamber 1980, 25). In my view, the chosen recording method, namely written word and numbers in combination with images, is too elaborate for an order book. The knowledge conveyed there does not refer solely to clients owing payment to the etcher. For that knowledge you need no images and an order book’s most important point is missing: The costs for the objects and the work. In addition, the platers with whom Sorg worked are named. They were all Augsburg master craftsmen whose fame was known far beyond the city and some of whose work had been handed down to us to this day (Gamber-Becher 1980, 28-45).

Gamber agrees that Maximilian II is a key figure among the clients (Gamber 1980). Although he himself is listed merely once as a client (Fig. 2), his closest circle also appears as well as the Spanish buyers (and the Italian ones), who were connected to him through his wife (belonging to her or Philip II’s court). Clients from the European nobility can be found as well as citizens from Augsburg, the latter with a different helmet shape (Fig. 1-2).

The clients are mentioned in the inscriptions and their coats of arms are placed prominently on the side of each figurine (Fig. 1-2); the coat of arms attached to Maximilian II’s plate armour for foot combat (Fig. 2) was revised. The one originally placed there was pasted over with a piece of paper on which the large archducal coat of arms, including Bohemia-Hungary’s royal coat of arms, had been painted. When and by whom the updating was done is unclear. Gamber sees this as evidence that the harness was still in production at the time of Maximilian’s elevation to King of Bohemia (1562) and that the coat of arms therefore had to be changed.

33 The word «rechnung» on Harnisch-Musterbuch, f. 5v marks the numbers and signs as representation for piece numbers.
(Gamber 1980, 17). The inscription indicates 1549 as the year of production. In my opinion, the coat of arms’ correction should be seen independently of the armour’s production. The drawings in the manuscript were made after the armour was produced anyway. The coat of arms’ correction only shows that the manuscript was started before 1562. Since its last dating is from 1563, the corrector can be identical with the scribe. Sorg updated the manuscript and added the more prestigious coat of arms of the King of Bohemia.

Fig. 1. **Harness of a bourgeois**
In this codex, knowledge is transported in different ways. The artistry of the Augsburg harnesses is conveyed and at the same time Sorg demonstrates what he can create through the drawings.\textsuperscript{34} The illustrated manuscript offers the possibility

\textsuperscript{34} In retrospect, the fashions and their change in the years 1548 to 1563 can be seen (Gamber 1980, 25).
for anyone who had access to get an overview of what the Augsburg harness makers were able to produce, what forms and finishes were possible and current, and who decided on which form. The manuscript thus not only conveys knowledge about the product and the craftsmen’s skills but also which craftsman was able to produce which products or with whom an etcher worked together. Furthermore, it becomes apparent for whom harnesses were produced and for whom a special harness form and decoration was created. Thus, the manuscript could assist in the decision after which model the own palate armour could be made and hence, in who’s shadow one wanted to place oneself. This indicates that the products were not only shown and advertised in a certain way, but also that social knowledge was transported. Therefore, the inclusion in a social group, in which the potential buyer could also place himself by purchasing the plate armour in the latest pattern, was communicated. But why was this knowledge recorded at all? Is it «only» social information or can economic interests be suspected behind it? *The Book on Plate Harnesses* can be read as a kind of catalogue that advertised the Augsburg harness makers and etchers. The manuscript’s time of writing offers information about the Causa Scribendi, which wrote and drew a representative of the former market leaders of a luxury product. The knowledge conveyed through the manuscript should recruit other clients. Last but not least, Jörg T. Sorg also records knowledge for himself. In this way, the book can also be read as a reminder, a memorial, for what he (and the Augsburg harness makers) could produce.

4. Christop Sesselschreiber’s Book of Casting

My second case study is based on a manuscript by the bell founder Christoph Sesselschreiber, entitled *Of bell and artillery foundry, military engineering, gunpowder processing, fireworks, hoisting and crushing equipment, water and well works*. Using the example of bell casting, which is a highly complex craft, the problem of solely orally transmitted knowledge will be briefly explained. In the 15th and 16th centuries, bell-casting centres developed in a number of cities, among them Salzburg (Kral 2020, 443). Some of the Salzburg bell founders were so renowned that they received orders from beyond their region, e.g., the Salzburg founder Jörg Gloppitscher († 1480). Among other objects, he cast the large bell for Wasserburg am Inn. Jörg Gloppitscher had no direct successor, his foundry was sold several times, and none of the owners could reach to his level. Apparently, Gloppitscher’s templates were sold separately. In addition, the bells from his successors’ foundry (esp. Josef Erhart, a founder who obtained the Salzburg citizenship as a goldsmith) were less elaborately decorated and showed less variance in their inscriptions, which were, however, inspired by Gloppitscher’s (Kral speaks of imitation). The construction of

---

35 Von Glocken- und Stuckgiesserei, Büchsenmeisterei, Pulverbereitung, Feuerwerk, Heb- und Brechzeug, Wasser- und Brunnwerken (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 973).
36 Called «the Salzburgerin», weight 4500 kg (Kral 2020, 443 f. and 454, annot. 2-3).
the bell also did not reach its predecessor, which affected its musical quality. In addition, casting defects are often found in the bells such as rough surfaces and gas inclusions (Kral 2020, 444-46). Hence, if a workshop was not continued, the knowledge was lost with the master. Conversely, this was different with knowledge conveyed through written manuscripts.

Christoph Sesselschreiber, the writer of the manual about bell founding, was the son of the Munich painter Gilg (Ágidius) Sesselschreiber, who had been a painter at the court of Maximilian I († 1519) since 1502. In 1508 Gilg Sesselschreiber was commissioned to lead the casting work for Maximilian’s tomb in Innsbruck.37 He was put in charge of the princely foundry in Mühlau near Innsbruck with staff and employees, including the bell founder Peter Löffler. The foundryman’s expertise was certainly extremely important for Gilg, who as a painter had no experience with casting. Another painter, two carvers, two founders, a brazier, and a blacksmith worked under his direction (Hartig 1927, 279; Egg 1961, 54; 62).

It is likely that Gilg prepared drawings that served as the basis for the cast figures.38 The idea that knowledge of craftsmanship, in this case of bronze casting, was written down and drawn on paper was therefore not new to Christoph Sesselschreiber. He had apparently acquired sufficient knowledge of bronze casting in the foundry run by his father to produce his own castings. Thus, in 1519 he cast the bell of the Salzburg City Hall and in 1521 the bell for Arnsdorf (Salzburg). Sesselschreiber was presumably active in Salzburg between 1518 and 1521 (Egg 1961, 62; Kral 2020, 451). Afterwards, Christoph possibly went to Munich. It is uncertain whether he had a permanent employment relationship with Duke Wilhelm IV of Bavaria († 1550) as the court accounts have survived only sporadically and the tax books list a painter Christoph in 1525 and 1526 but without a surname (Hartig 1927, 280; Leng 2002a, 369).39 Moreover, journeys to Bavaria, Austria, Salzburg, and Innsbruck are documented. It is unknown whether Christoph had a fixed location where he executed the commissioned work or whether he should be assessed as a traveling bell and gun founder (Leithe-Jasper and Gürtler 1996, 88; Leng 2002a, 369).40

37 For details on Gilg and the events surrounding the production of the figures that led to his temporary imprisonment cf. Hartig 1927, 278-82; Leng 2002a, 369; Egg 1961, 62; still fundamental Schönherr 1890.

38 Schönherr 1890, 170-6 assumes that Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. 8329 was made by Gilg Sesselschreiber. According to the library, the drawings were made by the court painter Jörg Kölderer and were based on Gilg Sesselschreiber’s drawings and the bronze casts.

39 Following Boeheim 1897, 59 Sesselschreiber stood in the duke’s service, but again Boeheim gives no clues as to where he obtained this information.

40 According to Egg, the described gun types indicate travel (Egg 1961, 63). The coats of arms painted in the manuscript show us the buyers of Christoph’s objects: Coats of arms of Bavaria, Austria, Salzburg (including the coat of arms of Archbishop Leonhard von Keutschach, who died in 1519), Innsbruck, Nuremberg, Württemberg, Augsburg, and Hungary.
The book examined here was written by Sesselschreiber in 1524 and was in the possession of Duke William IV, as evidenced by a handwritten note by his brother Duke Louis X († 1545). The manuscript’s attribution to Sesselschreiber as its writer is quite simple; he constantly refers to himself in the manuscript (e.g., Sesselschreiber, f. 1r, 6v, 7v, and 8r). The manuscript consists of 158 leaves bound in parchment. Sesselschreiber utilizes both texts and drawings to convey his knowledge. It is striking that in his writing he alternates between the usual cursive and a font consisting of capital letters enriched with smaller figures, acorns, stars, bells, and so on. The letters D, S, and N are mirror-inverted throughout. The illustrations are made with watercolour technique. According to Boeheim, the manuscript is «awkward and incorrect, but sometimes vivid and mostly understandable» (Boeheim 1897, 60).

Fig. 3. Chariot for a cannon

Because the manuscript has not been edited, the content’s analysis must be more detailed. The book can be divided into several parts as already the title preserved in the library shows. The first part covers the foundry of bells (casting plac-

---

41 On the back cover of the codex is written: Return to brother William, acted on 14.01.1542 («Brüder hertzog Wilhelm wider zu zu stellen, actu(m) den 14 tag Jenner Anno 1542»).
42 In quarto format (160 mm x 215 mm); 145 of these leaves are foliated.
43 Boeheim sees in it a youthful and unskilled writer (Boeheim 1897, 60). By using the cursive Sesselschreiber never had such problems.
es, casting tools, cross-section of a bell, table with wall thicknesses); knowledge is conveyed both in pictures and as text (Fig. 3).

The foundry section also covers gun foundry, which includes the crafting of guns, pipes, and bullets (on gun-powder artillery cf. DeVries and Smith 2007, 195-202). The next part describes the operation of the guns using tools (such as setting scales). Furthermore, this part is interspersed with coats of arms (Sesselschreiber, f. 23r-42r). "Here he stands on the ground of the very own study and experience, and resolutely advances his colleagues" (Boeheim 1897, 61). According to Boeheim, "everything proves the capable expert and serious thinker. In individual cases, he becomes an ingenious inventor again" (Boeheim 1897, 62). Sesselschreiber was particularly significant as a designer of gun mounts (frames for cannons) (Boeheim 1897, 62). Thus, the illustrations of guns on racks also occupy a significant place (Fig. 3). You can read there: «There you have a fire chariot, which belongs to a culverin or a long kartouwe (Singerin), but it (fits) better with the long kartouwe then with the culverin. C(hristoph) S(eisselschreiber). 1524». Next, techniques for calculating flight altitude and range and necessary instruments are treated (Boeheim 1897, 62).

The following topics are lifting and crane devices, some of them very complex, which a bell and gun founder urgently needed for his work to transport bells and guns or to install bells in towers. Bell casting in the 15th century had reached the point where musically excellent bells could be cast, which could also be very large (several thousand kilograms) and still be placed in the towers (Kral 2020, 443). In this part of the codex, knowledge is conveyed not only on a textual and pictorial level but also on a haptic level. Sesselschreiber depicts complex hoisting devices consisting of multiple pulleys and ropes with the aid of threads. Instead of drawing

---

44 Sesselschreiber, f. 1r-2r: on furnaces, shape, and casting of bells and their sound; f. 3r-11r: on hanging of bells, on weights and measures (in addition, repeatedly page-long instructions) (Boeheim 1897, 60 assumes that it is a copy of an older text).

45 Sesselschreiber, f. 15r: culverin Nuremberg type; f. 15v: Bavarian style; f. 16r-v: falconet; f. 17r-v: falcon; f. 18r: long kartouwe (Singerin); f. 18v: medium size cannon (Scharfmetze); f. 19r-21r: several versions of cannon balls.

46 In contrast Egg 1961, 63: «The book itself is a late descendant of the fireworks books rather than a manual of the new artillery created by Emperor Maximilian and, in contrast to Strasbourg, for example, suggests that gunnery in Bavaria before 1525 was more conservative than progressive»; cf. Leng 2002a, 369 f.

47 Sesselschreiber, f. 42v-43r: gun on a stand; f. 43v-44r: artillerie on mount (for the size of the figure a larger sheet was added; cf. Fig. 3: Sesselschreiber, f. 44v); f. 44r: limber; f. 45r: wheeled cart for use in a wagon castle; f. 45v: Bavarian field artillery (all on extended sheets).

48 «Da hastu ain feur wagen der zu einer schlangen oder seingerin gehert dach das er stercker sei zu der siengerin dan zu der schlangen. C.S. 1524». (Sesselschreiber, f. 44v).

49 Sesselschreiber, f. 60r-72v: hoisting device; the ropes were partly not drawn but threads were punched through the manuscript (60r-72v) in between coats of arms; on hoisting devices drawn in manuscripts cf. Scaglia 1966.
ropes, he punched threads through the codex (Fig. 4-5). The text says: «a hoisting device with eleven pulleys on which hang two ropes. Cristof Seselschreiber».50

Fig. 4. **Hoisting device**

---

50 «Ain zug mit 11 scheiben an dem belpaim zbeichfachen sailen. Cristof Seselschreiber» (Sesselschreiber, f. 71r).
The following two parts, consisting of recipes for powder and military and civilian fireworks,\textsuperscript{51} siege weapons,\textsuperscript{52} and divers,\textsuperscript{53} certainly go back to other written sources. Sesselschreiber’s manuscript is strongly linked to other treaties on military engineering and it appears that a part of these manuscripts refers to conventions of presentation (Friedrich and Krusenbaum-Verheugen 2021).

Sesselschreiber describes the contemporary artillery but not the new developments recognizable since 1520. Boeheim draws attention to the fact that Sesselschreiber refers to the old, known fireworks books. However, he does not hand down the old, incomprehensible recipes but rather cited “improvements

\textsuperscript{51} Sesselschreiber, f. 74r: list of materials; f. 74v-78v and f. 80r-84v: recipes for powder and (military) fireworks; f. 87r-90v: arrows and powder for arrows; f. 91v-105v: recipes; f. 107r-123r: dealing with sulphur and saltpetre.

\textsuperscript{52} Sesselschreiber, f. 123v-132v: siege weapons; Sesselschreiber, f. 126r has similarities with Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, \textit{Clm 197, I}, f. 12v (cf. Hall 1979, 40 f).

\textsuperscript{53} Sesselschreiber, f. 135v-140r. The illustrations show similarities with Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, \textit{Clm 197, I}, f. 12v, 13r, and 14r and \textit{Clm 30150}, fol. 78v-80r (cf. Hall 1979, 40 f.; Egg 1961, 63); they can probably be found in other manuscripts as well. Hartig assumes Robertus Valturius († 1475): \textit{De re militari} or Vegetius (both printed) as models for the technical drawings (Hartig 1927, 283 f.). Leng added to this list books from the circle of Johannes Formschneider († after 1470) and the \textit{Feuerwerkbuch von 1420} (Leng 2002a, 370).
based on his own invention and testing», which are, however, explained incompre-
hensibly (Boeheim 1897, 60). In addition, he highlights the fact that he was record-
ing new technology several times in the manuscript (Sesselschreiber, f. 65v-66v and
68v-70r).

Independent is the last part of the manuscript, which contains knowledge about
the construction of water heaters and bathhouses, waterworks for fountains, as well
as decorative fountains.54 The book is particularly interesting for the casting of
fountains and bells, which Theophilus Presbyter wrote about before Sesselschreiber
(12th century) (Kral 2020, 451). Especially the detailed calculations of the bell con-
struction and the new lifting process with vertical axis are to be highlighted. This
new lifting method made it easier to hoist products weighing several tons into the
casting pit and is still in use today (Kral 2020, 452).

The constantly recurring coats of arms of the patrons, which also await a more
detailed analysis, do not indicate the manuscript’s patrons,55 but provide informa-
tion about the products made by Sesselschreiber. This puts the manuscript into
a clear relationship with The Book on Plate Harnesses (Leng 2002a, 369). These parts,
according to Leng, should be read as a «memorial book» about the things cast by
him (Leng 2002a, 370). In my opinion, the interpretation as a «memorial book»
does not go far enough; the proximity to The Book on Plate Harnesses rather shows
that knowledge is also stored for potential future employers.56 Sesselschreiber can
thus show his repertoire and announce himself. He describes not only what he can
theoretically produce but what he has already created.57 No one could learn found-
ing bells, fountains or guns, and constructing scaffolds, siege towers or grinders di-
rectly from the manuscript; however, if you were already able to found and build
things, then you could imitate the techniques provided in the manuscript. The
manuscript addresses master bell founders who could adapt technology and their
buyers who could chose a gun, fountain or siege tower they liked.

54 Sesselschreiber, f. 141r-142v: water heater and bathroom; f. 143r-153v: waterworks for wells;
55 Egg 1961, 63 assumes that the book was dedicated to Wolfgang Hofer von Urfahrn, the son of
the important Schwaz mining entrepreneur Virgil Hofer († 1496). Egg describes him as a patron who
brought Sesselschreiber into the Lower Bavarian service. This conclusion is based on the erroneous
assumption that the repeated drawings of Hofer’s coat of arms indicated patronage.
56 Leng also softens the attribution «memorial book» and draws attention to the fact that it
«could have served as a presentation to his patron» (Leng 2002a, 371). In addition, Leng sees it as an
effort «to rehabilitate himself as a gun and bell founder, perhaps to acquire new orders, and at the
same time to prove his abilities […]» (Leng 2002a, 370).
57 For example, two fountain drawings are provided with locations. In the drawing of a fountain
with a statue of the Lorelei it is written: «stet auf der Maczen» (Sesselschreiber, f. 149v. Burg Matzen
im Unterinntal; Hartig 1927, 284) and in the drawing of a fountain with Freising coat of arms: «sett in
Freising» (Sesselschreiber, f. 150r; Hartig 1927, 284).
5. Conclusions

The case studies show that craftsmen, masters of their trade, transmitted knowledge in manuscripts. Those manuscripts are multifunctional and, besides a whole range of functions, serve to transfer useful knowledge for economic purposes. They convey useful knowledge in written, pictorial, and partly haptic form. Moreover, they address the knowledge to the future and to the craftsmen of their own craft, who partly received the writings and compiled them into their own records. The countless manuscripts bearing this knowledge demonstrate the craftsmen’s interest in the latest (military) technology. Current fashions and innovations are conveyed, but neither the writings nor the images do provide the know-how on how to manufacture the products. The transmission of this knowledge remained in the workshop and bound to the human being; it was not passed on in manuscripts. It remains practical and oral to this day. The construction drawings and concept collections show what is possible and conceivable, but they do not convey the knowledge of how the products could be made.

The fact that not all objects could be realized might be obvious with regard to the divers, but the writers mark the already realized objects with the buyers’ coats of arms. This also explains the supposed lack of knowledge, which Reith describes as empty spaces that have to be filled with knowledge acquired in the workshops (Leng 2004, 97; Reith 2005, 352-3). A plater, however, can very well recognise how many parts an armour has, which parts are currently used for which armour, and how the armour is cut from *The Book on Plate Harnesses*; the etching painter recognises the patterns that are in fashion. A bell founder can read the measurements and utilize them or reconstruct the beam construction for his own lifting gear. For better illustration, the threads for the tackle are punched into the manuscript as examples. However, an unskilled person cannot do anything with them. Today, construction drawings are standardised and much more complex, but again, the amateur can do nothing with them. What is conveyed are new techniques and innovations within one’s own craft; Sesselschreiber repeatedly draws attention to the fact that he reflects new techniques. In this way, complex technologies can be communicated. This aspect is more evident in Sesselschreiber’s manuscript, which contains a mixture of conventional, old familiar knowledge and new knowledge. The innovation, however, did not take place in the manuscript but in the workshop. Sesselschreiber’s new technologies are usually marked with coats of arms, i.e., they were actually built. Sesselschreiber thus ensures that he will be able to reproduce the complex constructions even years later. Therefore, the manuscript served as a memorial device. This article shows that writing is equally used to disseminate useful and valuable knowledge beyond the individual and thus contributes to the question of artisan writing.

At the same time, a potential client’s attention can be drawn to the products, which are not display goods that were first made and then sold. Contrary, all these products were very expensive. The manuscripts advertise goods which cannot be
shown in a shop. Thus, these manuscripts served to increase the sales of the products as the knowledge about them and their appearance had to leave the narrow framework of the craft in order to sell them. These results can be applied to the question of the sale of luxury goods. In the case of *The Book on Plate Harnesses*, it should be added that the writer is writing against the crafts’ decline in Augsburg. He demonstrates the art of plate harnesses in order to help the city’s craftsmen back to the top. The book can therefore be seen as a fight against economic decline. This shows that writing was used as a way of regaining economic significance. This result is certainly interesting for the questions about methods to strengthen one’s own business.

It is also interesting to examine who could access the military objects and the knowledge about them and whether new technologies were kept under secrecy in order to have a strategic advantage in wars. More research is needed here. In addition, the objects’ production involved several craftsmen working together. This applies to the crafting of harnesses as well as bells, fountains, and war machines. The etcher also displays samples of his work by inserting his patterns into the drawings. The coats of arms and names in the manuscripts indicate that individual products have already been made and tested. Moreover, the client can place himself in a line of prestigious former customers by buying the products. This is how advertising still works today (e.g. the British court suppliers). The knowledge that is imparted is multi-layered; in addition to craft knowledge, there is social and cultural knowledge that craftsmen preserved via manuscripts. But it is the everyday skills that cannot be conveyed through books.
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